
FADE IN:

TV SCREEN

Newsreel footage -- the history of mass surveillance -- the

alphabet agencies: CIA, DIA, NSA, FBI -- Watergate,

Iran-Contras, Ollie North. Vietnam, Afghanistan, Kuwait.

Fast forward -- the rise of the internet -- CCTV cameras on

every corner -- 9-11 -- Homeland Security -- the Patriot

Act.

A flurry of images and soundbites -- diminishing

privacy. Social media. Smart phones and gadgets, selfie

sticks and biometrics. Snowden, PRISM, WikiLeaks, Vault7,

Equation Group. Assange pursued for sexual assault. Obama

bringing on more charges than any other president for

whistleblowers. The Panama Papers. The 2016 elections.

Then something NEW.

Fragments of voices talking over each other -- INTERSPERSED

with the Trump inauguration -- STOCK FOOTAGE of embassies

and government officials, scanned documents --

NEWSCASTERS (V.O.)

-- a reported CIA security breach

in Frankfurt -- thousands of

documents of CIA-sponsored malware

-- global surveillance network --

a hacktivist organization called

the ShadowBrokers with ties to

Russia -- the most damaging leak in

CIA history -- zero day exploits --

uncovering illegal US military

operations --

Predator B DRONE FOOTAGE of an ARAB village, MILITARY

COMMANDOS moving in and breaching the door, followed by

CHILDREN SCREAMING --

NEWSCASTERS (V.O.)

-- rumors of a government project,

PANOPTICON -- the White House Press

Secretary has denounced the leak

and is calling for the immediate

apprehension of those responsible

-- leakers have now been identified

as BJÖRN LUNDQVIST -- a

Swedish-born software contractor --

and LINDA TURNER -- an IT

technician with the US State

Department -- who may face a death

(MORE)



2.

NEWSCASTERS (V.O.) (cont’d)
penalty under the Espionage Act of

1917 --

Mugshots - LINDA, 30s, American, and BJÖRN, late 20s, Swede.

INT. HOTEL HALLWAY -- NIGHT [NEWS FOOTAGE]

Police tape. An officer pushing the camera man back from a

hotel room door -- a BODY glimpsed inside, surrounded by

police and paramedics --

NEWSCASTERS (V.O.)

Breaking news -- the body of

whistleblower Björn Lundqvist has

been recovered in a Helsinki hotel

room -- investigation is pending --

BACK TO NEWSREEL:

Trump and Putin. The Steele Dossier. The Mueller

investigation. Russian troll factories

uncovered. Cambridge Analytica. Kavanaugh. The post-truth

world of party-over-country. Trump supporters, rabid as

ever.

INT. BEDROOM/CABIN -- DAY

LINDA opens her eyes suddenly, reaching for a GUN under the

pillow. It’s a dingy-looking cot in a delapidated old

room. Only a couple of years older than the mugshot but she

looks it.

THE CRT TV ACROSS FROM HER IS OFF.

She relaxes her grip on the gun and sits up, closing her

eyes for a minute. A HAND goes on her shoulder, comforting.

BJÖRN (O.S.)

Bad dreams?

LINDA

Like you wouldn’t believe.

BJÖRN (O.S.)

You can’t hide forever.

She opens her eyes suddenly, looking back -- bed is

empty. She looks horrified. Turning around, she sees a

figure step just out of view in the doorframe.


